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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pastor Uriel Campos has contributed to the dictionary with 2 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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parusía
Second coming, according to the dictionary came, comes from the Greek Parousia, 40, of for =, and Ousia = being (
Eimi Ousia = be )  ) and it means a presence, coming, coming. Denotes both " a arrival " as " a presence with " In a
general sense is the corporeal presence of a being. For example, Paul tells " you have obeyed always not only in my
presence, (?Parousia ) do "?   (Phil. 2: 12 ) clearly indicating its body relationship with the brothers. In the same way on
the 1st.Co 16: 17 34.I rejoice in the second coming of Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus, because they filled your
absence.  " Absence in Greek is written Apousia.Basados in previous concepts can say that parousia is the corporeal
presence of Jesus, the coming of Jesus, the risen.
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